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Modeling subsurface particle transport and retention is important for many processes, 
including sand production, fines migration, and nanoparticle injection. In this study, a 
pore-scale particle plugging simulator is concurrently coupled with a streamline reservoir 
simulator to predict the behavior of particles in the subsurface. The coupled simulators 
march forward in time together. The automated communication between the two models 
enables the prediction of spatially and time dependent parameters that control the particle 
transport process. At each time step, the reservoir simulator provides the inlet velocity 
and particle concentration of the fluid suspension to the pore-scale model which outputs 
the permeability, porosity, and retention coefficient. This permits the reservoir simulator 
to include pore-scale physics at selected locations to determine the number of particles 
retained and the formation damage. The pore-scale simulator tracks the path of individual 
particles as they are simultaneously injected into the sample and produces an effluent 
particle concentration curve that is fit with a continuum-scale advection-dispersion 
model. The advection-dispersion model is matched to the pore-scale data by adjusting 
two parameters: the dispersion and retention coefficient. The retention coefficient dictates 
the number of particles retained across a grid block in the reservoir simulator. 
Incorporating fundamental pore-scale physics into the streamline reservoir simulator 
improves its predictive ability by updating the particle retention and formation damage of 





















CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Many processes in the petroleum engineering industry involve particle transport in oil and gas 
reservoirs including sand production, fines migration, and nanoparticle injection. In these 
processes it is important to understand where the particles are travelling in the reservoir and the 
impact that they have on the formation properties. Large particles can damage the formation and 
decrease permeability which reduces the productive capacity of the reservoir. During 
nanoparticle injection, forces at the pore level can cause retention of particles and prevent their 
recovery. In addition, due to the heterogeneity of typical reservoirs, it is difficult to predict how 
particles will spread across the formation. Determining the fate of particles traveling through 
petroleum reservoirs requires an extensive knowledge of particle transport behavior in porous 
media.  
 
Particle transport in porous media is controlled by pore-scale physics. A particle is transported 
from pore to pore until it reaches an outlet, the fluid in which it is suspended stops flowing, or 
the particle becomes stuck in the porous medium. A particle can take many different paths 
through the vast network of pores and fractures that may exist in a petroleum reservoir. Particle 
transport is affected by the shape of the particles and their surface properties, the structure of the 
porous medium, the chemistry of the suspending fluid, the flow velocity field in the pore space, 
and a variety of interaction forces between the particle and the medium (Imdakm and Sahimi, 
1991).  The factors listed that influence particle transport exist at microscopic scales; therefore 
the process must be studied at these small scales in order to fully understand and quantify them.  
 
Particle transport has been studied using analytical and empirical equations, experiments, and 
numerical simulation. This thesis focuses on the use of numerical simulation to gain an 
understanding of the particle transport process. Particle transport simulation has been conducted 
at the pore, core, continuum, and field scale (Rhodes and Blunt, 2006). At the continuum-scale, 
particle suspension transport is typically modeled using various modified forms of the advection-
dispersion equation, including the classical colloid filtration theory model (CFT). At the pore-
scale particle transport is modeled using a network model or the application of CFD techniques 
at the pore-scale. As stated above, the pore-scale structure of porous media has a strong influence 
on the prediction of particle transportation at the field scale. Therefore, successful modeling of 
particle transport at the field scale requires the incorporation of pore-scale physics. This thesis 
presents a method for concurrently coupling a pore-scale network model with a continuum-scale 
reservoir simulator to study the transport and retention of particles in petroleum reservoirs.  
 
Pore network models (Fatt, 1956) define the void structure of the porous medium as a network of 
interconnected spheres and tubes. The spheres represent the pore chambers while the tubes 
represent the flow constriction between the chambers. The 3-D network model used in this study 
was generated from a microtomographic image of a Berea Sandstone sample. The particle 
injection algorithm can be used to track particles individually as they travel through the network 
and determine the permeability damage and porosity reduction incurred by a trapped particle. 
Mechanical straining or size exclusion of particles is the only retention mechanism considered in 




The continuum-scale reservoir simulator, developed by a collaborator (Dr. Yin Feng), determines 
the macroscopic streamlines within the reservoir. It uses a finite difference scheme based on the 
advection-dispersion equation to determine the change in concentration of a particle suspension 
along a streamline. To determine the change in concentration along a streamline, the model 
requires a particle dispersion and retention coefficient. For stand-alone use of the reservoir 
simulator, these parameters are based on empirical equations or tabulated data. To improve the 
predictive power of the reservoir simulator, we aim to couple the field-scale model with the 
particle plugging network model to determine the spatially and time dependent dispersion and 
retention coefficients and report current values to the simulator during a simulation.  
 
The dispersion and retention coefficient are determined by fitting the classical colloid filtration 
theory (CFT) model to the effluent concentration data produced by the particle plugging network 
model. The model is fit using an optimization algorithm to determine the dispersion and 
retention coefficients that yield the minimum error between the CFT effluent curve and the 
network model effluent curve. The dispersion and retention coefficient can be determined for any 
number of particle species (different particle sizes or concentrations). By using the method 
outlined above, the pore-scale network model can provide time-dependent continuum-scale 
parameters to the reservoir simulator that dictate the change in concentration across a reservoir 
streamline.  
 
Previously, pore-scale models have been used in a preprocessing step to determine continuum-
scale parameters like the dispersion and retention coefficients. However, this approach offers few 
advantages over using experimentally obtained parameters and fails to capture dynamic behavior 
of the continuum-scale parameters. The concurrent coupling approach embeds a network model 
in one or more gridblocks of the reservoir simulator and the two models march forward in time 
and exchange information at each time step (Sheng and Thompson, 2013). In this approach, the 
reservoir simulator passes the boundary conditions to the network model which determines the 
continuum-scale parameters (permeability, porosity, dispersion coefficient, and retention 
coefficient) used by the gridblock at the current time step. This allows the two models to capture 
the spatial and temporal changes in the flow system at the pore and field scales.  
 
The objective of this work was to couple a first-principles network model with a reservoir 
simulator to capture the change in permeability, porosity, dispersion coefficient, and retention 
coefficient dictated by the structure of the porous medium at the pore-scale. In addition, a 
sensitivity analysis was carried out on the pore-scale model to determine the effects that particle 
size, number of particles injected, multiple particle species, and formation damage had on the 
determination of the continuum-scale parameters. Using boundary coupling, an injection scheme 
was developed where particles are injected into multiple networks in series to test the use of 










CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND RESEARCH 
 
Particle transport in porous media has been studied using experiments, analytical models, 
empirical models, and numerical simulation. Each of these approaches offer advantages and 
disadvantages. Experiments allow direct observation of the phenomenon; however it is hard to 
extrapolate results of experiments on a specific porous media to other specimens and this 
approach is generally limited to continuum-scale analysis. Analytical models can be applied to a 
broad spectrum of porous media and particle species. However analytical models may fail to 
include pore-scale heterogeneity and often require assumptions to be made about the pore 
structure. Empirical models, typically based on experimental or simulated data, can provide 
accurate solutions for a specific particle species and porous media but can be difficult to 
generalize to a broad variety of particle transport processes. Finally, numerical simulation can 
predict particle transport behavior quantitatively but involves assumptions and approximation 
and therefore must be validated by experimental results.  
 
Pore-scale numerical simulation based on first principles rather than empirical relationships 
increases validity of the model. The 3-D network model offers a representation of pore-scale 
heterogeneity. In addition, 3-D network models use the fundamental equations that govern flow 
through porous media. Therefore, in this study, the particle plugging process is studied with a 3-
D pore network model that predicts the capture of injected particles.  A historical summary of 
pore network modeling is given, starting with the most basic petrophysical models. 
 
 
2.1 Early Models of Porous Media 
 
The first studies of fluid flow through porous media used the sphere-pack model (Hazen, 1892; 
Schlicter, 1899). Accurate descriptions of flow through this model were difficult to obtain due to 
the lack of computational methods. Kozeny developed an equation from the sphere pack, later 
modified by Carman, which relates permeability to porosity (Carman, 1937; Kozeny, 1927). The 
sphere pack model satisfies the interconnected nature of pores, but at the time of its development 
analysis of flow through it was not possible. 
 
The bundle-of-tubes model represents the pore geometry as a bundle of capillary tubes and can 
be used to obtain equations for certain flow properties in porous media. The bundle of tubes 
model has successfully been used to correlate certain properties of porous media (porosity, 
permeability, capillary pressure).  However, the model fails to accurately represent actual porous 
media. One example limitation is that real porous media are often more-or-less isotropic with 
respect to fluid flow while a bundle of tubes model is perfectly anisotropic (Fatt, 1956).  The 
model is anisotropic because interconnectivity between adjacent tubes is not taken into account. 
The lack of interconnectedness makes it impossible to study the dispersion of solute because the 
particles will only travel down one path for the entire model. In addition, the model cannot 
capture the changes in velocity (acceleration or deceleration) that occurs in heterogeneous 
interconnected porous media. Although the bundle-of-tubes model provides equations to 
correlate flow properties of porous media, the major weakness of the model is the lack of 




2.2 The Pore Network Model 
 
A pore network model describes porous media as a collection of interconnected tubes and 
spheres. Pore network models have been used to study a number of fluid flow processes through 
many types of porous media. Early pore network models were 2-D and typically were solved 
using electric analogs. The results from 2-D models were qualitatively useful, but generally did 
not offer the ability to predict quantitative properties of porous media. Generating physically 
representative 3-D network models from simulated porous media or microtomographic images of 
real porous media has enabled their use for quantitative modeling of fluid and particle transport.  
 
The first network model was developed by Fatt (1956) as a means to account for the 
interconnected nature of porous media. Fatt proposed that the two models used in the past, the 
sphere pack and the bundle of tubes, are too simple and the equations derived from them have 
failed to predict the observed properties of porous media. The agreement of these simplistic 
models with experimental observations is only achieved by inserting physically insignificant 
parameters (Fatt, 1956). For example the tortuosity parameter in the bundle of tubes model is not 
a physically determined parameter and is used to adjust the results of the model to fit 
experimental data. 
 
Fatt’s network model is a 2-D network of tubes, where each tube represents a pore space. The 
network of tubes is isotropic and the replacement of pore spaces with cylindrical tubes is a 
permissible assumption for well-consolidated sandstones (Fatt, 1956). Fatt explained that a 2-D 
model is analogous to a 3-D model. He justified his assumption by arguing that a 2-D model 
representing a small slice of a material sealed by two impermeable planes has the same 
properties as a cube of the same material (Fatt, 1956). For calculations, capillary pressure 
characteristics were evaluated by hand but the flow properties were determined using an analog 
computer formed by a network of electrical resistors. The analog computer solved a system of 
linear equations that were set up by applying a fluid-conservation equation around each node and 
assigning a flow conductivity to each bond (Fatt, 1956).  
  
After Fatt’s initial work, a number of network modeling advances were made in the following 
decades. Researchers improved pore-scale network modeling by creating image-based network 
models (Dullien, 1975), studying 2-D versus 3-D networks (Blunt and King, 1991; Chatzis and 
Dullien, 1977), and modeling phenomena such as multiphase flow and immiscible displacement 
(Blunt and King, 1991; Salter and Mohanty, 1982), reactive transport (Hoefner and Fogler, 
1988), and particle transport (Rege and Fogler, 1987). Dullien (1975) used photomicrographic 
images to obtain the pore size distribution curve from a sample to develop an accurate model of 
permeability using a 3-D network of capillary tubes. Chatzis and Dullien (1977) studied the 
modeling of sandstones as 2-D and 3-D networks of tubes and concluded that 2-D models 
produce significantly different results than 3-D. In addition, they explained that development of 
realistic 3-D network models is dependent on the knowledge of the pore structure and topology 
of the porous medium. In their work, 3-D models only matched experimental results if a 
mathematical relationship between volume fraction and the diameter of pores was assumed. 
Mohanty and Salter (1982) were the first to include multiphase effects in a simple cubic network 
model and validated their model by reproducing experimental results. Hoefner and Fogler (1988) 
successfully modeled the dissolution of porous media and Rege and Fogler (1987) modeled 
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particle plugging in porous media. These are two examples of pore-scale processes that have 
significant macroscopic effects on fluid flow through porous media (due to permeability increase 
or reduction). Blunt and King (1991) studied immiscible displacements using network models 
and the upscaling of the two phase’s relative permeabilities in 2-D and 3-D. Each of these works 
employed use of network models to solve realistic problems in porous media; however they 
required assumptions about the structure of the porous medium itself that limited their ability to 
physically represent actual porous media.  
 
Network models have the ability to replicate the size, location, and interconnection of voids in 
real porous media. However, producing a physically representative network from real porous 
media is difficult. Most early network models used an assumed pore-size distribution to 
stochastically generate a network. This led many of the early network models to require 
calibration to fit experimental results because they were physical misrepresentations of the actual 
pore space. Two structural issues exist with these models: the networks don’t preserve pore 
locations and the network parameters including interconnectivity and pore length are difficult to 
measure (Bryant et al., 1993). Stochastically generated network models are often limited by their 
lack of ability to accurately predict permeability and porosity and by the amount of structural 
tuning required to match experimental results (Bryant et al., 1993).  
 
In 1993, Bryant et al. presented a new method for extracting a network model from a 
consolidated granular packing. Their work used a packing of uniform spheres with a known 
geometry and void space topology to produce physically representative network models. Their 
method employed a Delaunay tessellation to create a network model from the void space in the 
sphere packing. Bryant et al. compared the predicted porosity and permeability from the network 
model to the measured values from the sphere packing as a validation of the network’s 
representation of the pore space. The method for extracting a physically representative network 
model increased interest in using network models as quantitatively predictive tools. 
 
The work by Bryant et al. 1993 enabled the extraction of physically representative network 
models but was limited by its connection to a single granular packing. Work by Thompson and 
Fogler (1997) developed a general model for fluid and solute transport in an arbitrary disordered 
packed bed. Their work simulated disordered and heterogeneous packed beds and extracted 
physically representative network models from the beds. Like Bryant et al. 1993, the 
methodology was superior to previous network modeling techniques because it determined the 
disorder and heterogeneity in the porous medium rather than stochastically or randomly 
assigning physical property distributions onto the network (Thompson and Fogler, 1997). By 
improving network extraction methodology to allow the creation of networks from a variety of 
simulated porous media, Thompson and Fogler paved the path for the construction of image 
based network models.  
 
Currently, pore network models are usually constructed from 3-D microtomography photographs 
of physical samples (such as core plugs) by identifying the void space and the constrictions. 
These models are a 3-D network of spherical nodes and cylindrical bonds that represent the 
computer identified pore spaces and constrictions. The ability to model 3-D flow through a 
network that is physically representative of a real rock enables the prediction of particle transport 
at the pore-scale.  
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2.3 Particle Deposition Network Models 
 
Researchers have employed network models to simulate the particle deposition process for 
decades. Mechanical straining of particles, or large particles blocking pore throats, is the 
dominant mechanism for permeability reduction in porous media (Rege and Fogler, 1987). 
Additional capture mechanisms have been studied including surface attraction of charged 
particles and absorption of particles due to surface roughness. Network models are ideal for 
predicting particle deposition in porous media because they can track the path a particle takes 
through the model and determine if and where a particle is retained in the porous medium. The 
following section discusses a series of particle retention studies carried out using pore-scale 
network models.  
 
The first study of particle transport in porous media was by Donaldson et al. (1977). The study 
included injection experiments and pore-scale modeling of fluid-particle suspension injections. 
The work hypothesized that the problem was a “random statistical process” and that particle 
retention is dependent on the path taken by the particle. The process was modeled in a bundle of 
capillary tubes, based on a pore size distribution, whereby the probability of a particle travelling 
into a capillary was proportional to the flow (Donaldson et al., 1977). If a particle is trapped in a 
capillary, the pressure is recalculated for that capillary to adjust the flowrate. Although the 
structure of the model was basic, the proposed particle path selection and trapping algorithm is 
the basis for more advanced particle straining simulations discussed in this section and used in 
this work. 
 
Todd et al. (1984) attempted to model formation damage by injecting particles into a pore 
network model using a random walk particle path selection. In this method, each particle chooses 
its path through the network based on a random number. A number of particle capture 
mechanisms were considered including straining, random capture, settling, inertia, and 
hydrodynamic action (Todd et al., 1984). Although the model employed a variety of particle 
capture mechanisms, it failed to accurately capture the particle’s path selection due to the use of 
the random walk. Rege and Fogler (1987) show that the random walk models for permeability 
reduction do not agree with experimental results quantitatively or qualitatively.  
 
Rege and Fogler (1987) proposed a 2-D network model for tracking particles and determining 
whether or not a particle is trapped in the porous medium. Their model was created to study and 
depict formation damage (permeability reduction) caused by particle retention in porous media. 
The capture mechanism in the model is mechanical straining, which means if a particle is too 
large to travel through its selected flow path it is trapped in the porous medium. When large 
particles are injected into a porous medium and they are strained, the resulting formation damage 
is more severe than the damage caused by deposition of smaller particles due to other 
mechanisms (Rege and Fogler, 1987). This model was the first that considered simultaneous 
entry of suspended particles into the network to accurately represent a fluid-particle suspension 
injection. Each particle’s path is tracked and governed by flow biased probability. The particle’s 
path selection is stochastic in nature which means that a particle plugging experiment run twice 
under the same conditions could result in different number of entrapped particles. To make their 
model realistic, the concept of “flow biased probability” is used to dictate a particle’s travel from 
node to node. The particles path selection depends on both probability and flow rate. Each exit 
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channel from a pore is assigned a probability. “The greater the flow rate, the greater the 
probability that the particle selects that exit channel” (Rege and Fogler, 1987). Their work 
observed that formation damage due to particle plugging can cause a drastic reduction on the 
permeability of porous media and was validated with experimental results. In addition, they 
showed that the use of flow rate biased probability produced a much higher level of agreement 
between the simulation and experiments than the random walk method previously employed by 
Todd et al. (1984). 
 
Sharma and Yortsos (1987), proposed a pore network model for deep bed filtration. Their model 
includes particle trapping due to size exclusion and pore closure due to particle deposition on 
pore walls. To make the model analytically tractable, an effective media approximation (EMA) 
is used to describe the flow field (Sharma and Yortsos, 1987). They compared their results with a 
continuum model that used a filtration coefficient to determine how many particles were 
deposited in the porous medium. They proved that the general assumption that the filtration 
coefficient is constant for a given sample of porous media is only valid for pores of uniform size. 
They found that in general the filtration coefficient decreases with time and increases with 
distance along the filter. Most importantly, they found that the pore structure of the filter has 
significant impact on the filtration coefficient and permeability over time (Sharma and Yortsos, 
1987). 
 
A model proposed by Imdakm and Sahimi (1987) used a Monte Carlo simulation method to 
predict particle plugging in a statistically generated 2-D square pore network. The pressure is 
solved across the pore network and used to compute the flow rate through each pore throat. The 
flow rates are used to calculate the permeability across the network (Imdakm and Sahimi, 1987). 
The model uses the same particle path selection idea as Rege and Fogler (1986), where the 
particle is most likely to travel through the throat with the greatest flowrate. In 1991, they 
updated their model to include electrical charge and drag forces on particles.  Depending on the 
sign of the electrical charge of a particle and the electrical charge of the surface, the particle is 
either repulsed or attracted to the surface. The fluid flow is slow enough to represent the flow 
field near the particles as linear shear flow which enables the use of exact expressions for drag 
force calculations (Sahimi and Imdakm, 1991). The exact path of the particle is numerically 
determined from the force and torque balances and if the path intersects the surface, the particle 
potentially attaches to the surface. The particle attachment is dictated by the roughness of the 
surface. Finally, they used their simulation method on a 3-D network model and were able to 
account for the effects of pore plugging, particle deposition, and macromolecular absorption onto 
the surface of the porous medium (Imdakm and Sahimi, 1991). 
 
Meloy et al. (1991), used a 2-D network model to study the relationship between throat size 
distribution and particle plugging for single sized particle species. They examined the effect of 
four statistical distributions of throat sizes on the model: Rayleigh, Lognormal, Gauss, and 
Exponential.  In their model, if a particle plugs a throat the throat conductivity goes to zero, 
which is equivalent to removing the throat from the network. They concluded that the difference 
in throat size distribution had no effect on the percentage of plugged throats and that the 
percentage of plugged throats is a function of the injected particle size (Meloy et al., 1991). In 
addition, they concluded that the percolation threshold is independent of the throat size 
distribution (Meloy et al., 1991). 
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Ochi and Vernoux (1999) used a 2-D network model to study the particle deposition process by 
considering three mechanisms: straining, particle interception, and particle diffusion. They 
considered particle release as a function of first order kinetic laws that relate the microscopic 
velocity of the fluid and a critical velocity. The simulations were run under constant pressure 
boundary conditions which caused the results to differ in comparison to experiments run under 
constant flow rate conditions (Ochi and Vernoux, 1999). 
 
Siqueria et al. (2003) performed particle transport simulations on a 3-D network model generated 
from 2-D images of porous systems using geostatistical procedures. The key difference between 
their work and the previous authors is that their network is based on image analysis of real 
porous media and therefore yields realistic velocities at the pore-scale (Siqueira et al., 2003). 
Two main particle capture mechanisms are included: particle capture caused by interactions 
between the rock matrix and particles and straining of the particles (Siqueira et al., 2003). The 
paper explores the effects of pore throat shape and the pore interconnectivity. Additionally, the 
study highlights the potential to use macroscopic models to upscale the results to forecast 
damage in near wellbore systems. 
 
Several important observations from these works are used to validate the particle plugging 
network model presented in this thesis. First, particle plugging of throats can cause significant 
permeability reduction of porous media (Rege and Fogler, 1987). Second, the retention 
coefficient generally decreases with time as the porous medium is plugged (Sharma and Yortsos, 
1987). Third, the percentage of plugged throats (damage) is a function of the particle size (Meloy 
et al., 1991). 
 
 
2.4 Coupling Network Models to Reservoir Simulators 
 
In recent years efforts have been made to couple network and continuum-scale models. Three 
techniques have been used for the multiscale coupling: boundary coupling (Balhoff et al., 2008; 
Balhoff et al., 2007; Mehmani and Balhoff, 2014; Mehmani et al., 2012), sequential coupling 
(Blunt et al., 2002; Chen et al., 2010; Jackson et al., 2003; Lichtner and Kang, 2007; Rhodes et 
al., 2008; Sun et al., 2011; Tsakiroglou, 2012; White et al., 2006), and concurrent coupling 
(Battiato et al., 2011; Celia et al., 1993; Chu et al., 2012, 2013; Heiba et al., 1986; Sheng and 
Thompson, 2013; Van den Akker, 2010) 
 
Like lab experiments, pore-scale models can be used to determine continuum-scale parameters 
that can be used in reservoir simulation studies. These parameters include absolute permeability, 
relative permeability to various fluid phases, dispersion coefficient, and particle retention 
coefficient. These parameters can be tabulated and used by a reservoir scale simulator to include 
pore-scale physics in the macroscopic model. However this tabulated approach offers no 
advantage over using experimentally determined reservoir properties. The real benefit of using 
pore-scale models to determine continuum-scale parameters is the ability to allow 
communication in both directions as a concurrently coupled model. The concurrently coupled 
approach enables the reservoir-scale model to provide conditions to the pore-scale model to 
determine certain systems parameters at the current time step. The three coupling techniques and 
their uses are discussed in detail in the following section. 
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2.4.1 Boundary Coupling 
 
Pore-scale models can be linked to adjacent pore-scale or continuum-scale regions at their 
boundary. In boundary coupling, successful coupling at an interface requires matching the 
boundary conditions for the two-scales (Balhoff et al., 2007). Boundary coupling has been used 
for studying flow from a pore-scale model to a low permeability continuum-scale region 
(Balhoff et al., 2007), flow between multiple pore-scale models (Balhoff et al., 2008), and 
studying the spatial upscaling of reactive transport parameters determined using pore-scale 
models (Mehmani et al., 2012). Boundary coupling is useful for studying spatial upscaling 
because it allows pore-scale simulations to be run at greater lengths to validate the use of 
continuum-scale parameters obtained at the pore-scale.  
 
In 2007, Balhoff et al. used boundary coupling to simulate flow through a packed bed of spheres 
into a homogenous low-permeability continuum region. The goal of the work was to couple a 
pore-scale network model with a continuum region and accurately predict flow between the two 
models using the correct boundary condition.(Balhoff et al., 2007). The boundary condition was 
determined with an iterative approach that matches the flowrates entering/exiting the pore-scale 
and continuum model. The coupled model was validated using a simple cubic sphere packing (no 
heterogeneity) and by checking agreement with the solution found by solving the same problem 
as a single continuum domain with distributed permeabilities (Balhoff et al., 2007). Running the 
coupled model with a random packing (heterogeneous) and comparing with a single continuum 
domain showed different pressure profiles across the length of the simulated region and proved 
that pore-scale heterogeneity can have a pronounced effect on the flowrate of the system. The 
model proved that coupling is necessary under certain circumstances because a standalone 
continuum model cannot include the pore-scale heterogeneity and a standalone pore-scale model 
cannot account for the added flow resistance of the adjacent continuum region. This method was 
rigorous but had limited practicality due to its computational inefficiency and limited 
applications. 
 
Balhoff et al. (2008) presented a boundary coupling method using mortars to link two different 
models. In this work, two subdomains modeled different physics, implemented different finite 
difference or finite element meshes, and were solved independently. The boundary conditions at 
the interface are solved using mortar spaces. The mortar space is a 2-D finite-element 
discretization that projects pressure onto the subdomain (Balhoff et al., 2008). The projected 
pressure field is selected so that the change in flow rate across the boundary is zero. With this 
method a pore-scale model can be coupled to a different pore-scale model or to a continuum 
region. The mortars allow pressure and flow continuity between the two different models. This 
follow-up work by Balhoff et al. (2008) increased computational efficiency by using the mortar 
method and offers a greater number of applications than the previous boundary coupling study. 
The ability to connect two models implementing different solution methods (finite difference or 
finite element) and different domains (pore-scale or continuum-scale) is an important 
development for multi-scale modeling.   
 
Mehmani et al. (2012) used mortar coupling to link multiple network models to run simulations 
at larger scales to increase the accuracy of upscaling approaches for the simulation of reactive 
CO2 transport. Their work coupled networks with large variation in permeability and porosity to 
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initiate preferential pathways. Their simulations showed that the preferential pathways closed 
due to precipitation and eventually became disconnected. Mehmani and Balhoff (2014) proposed 
a hybrid mortar coupling method that can solve nonlinear flow problems using pore-to-pore and 
pore-to-continuum interfaces.  
 
Boundary coupling offers the ability to inject fluid into multiple network models in series which 
allows one to impose greater heterogeneity at the pore-scale. More importantly, for this work 
boundary coupling allows you to use the same network in series to increase the length of the 
porous medium and study the validity of continuum-scale parameters obtained from a single 




2.4.2 Sequential Coupling 
 
In sequential coupling, the pore-scale and continuum-scale models are operated independently. 
The Continuum-scale parameters are determined using a pore-scale simulation and used in a 
reservoir simulator. This is analogous to using lab data in a reservoir simulation. This technique 
can require upscaling in both space and time.  
 
Blunt et al. (2002) compared reservoir simulation results obtained using relative permeabilities 
predicted by a network model with results obtained using traditional empirical correlations. The 
work concluded that the predictive power of reservoir scale simulation can be improved by using 
network models to predict relative permeability. Other work focused on using Lattice Boltzmann 
methods (LBM) at the pore-scale coupled to continuum-scale simulators to study single phase 
flow (White et al., 2006), reactive flow (Lichtner and Kang, 2007), and permeability change due 
to colloid deposition (Chen et al., 2010).  
 
Rhodes et al. (2008) examined the particle transport process at the pore, core, gridblock, and 
field scale. The study used a network model to predict how the Peclet number affected the 
dispersion coefficient. The dispersion coefficient was used to model particle transport at the 
core-scale. The transit time distribution for the injected particles was solved at the core and 
gridblock scales and used in the reservoir scale simulation. They found that field scale particle 
transport was affected by the pore-scale transport processes even when an extremely 
heterogeneous field scale reservoir description was used (Rhodes et al., 2008). They observed, 
that pore and core scale heterogeneity increased particle transit time and significantly delayed 
particle breakthrough time. The work concluded that it wrong to assume particle transport is only 
affected by reservoir scale geology (Rhodes et al., 2008).  
 
The work of Rhodes et al. (2008) offers substantial proof that pore-scale heterogeneity has a 
pronounced effect on particle transport at the reservoir scale. A drawback to the sequential 
coupling method is that it can’t predict the changes in particle retention and dispersion occurring 
in time. Allowing the pore-scale simulator and reservoir simulator to march forward in time 
together enables the prediction of changing continuum-scale parameters as the porous medium is 




2.4.3 Concurrent Coupling 
 
Sequential coupling offers the potential to replace core flooding experiments with numerical 
simulations but does not allow the models to march forward together in time. Concurrent 
coupling allows the models to communicate back and forth at each time step which is beneficial 
for the study of transient flow systems. Only a few concurrent network models have been 
successfully executed to date. Celia et al. (1993) and Van den Akker (2010) both proposed 
concurrent simulation strategies, but they were not implemented at the time due to computational 
limitations. Battiato et al. (2011) used concurrent coupling to place network models in grid block 
locations where flow violates assumptions made by the continuum-scale model. Chu et al. (2012) 
created a single phase concurrently coupled model to simulate non-Darcy flow. Sheng and 
Thompson (2012) used a concurrently coupled model to include the dynamic nature of relative 
permeability captured by pore-scale information to improve continuum-scale simulation of 
immiscible displacements.  
 
Sheng and Thompson (2012) embedded a multiphase flow pore-scale network model into 
continuum-scale gridblocks of a reservoir simulator. The models communicated back and forth. 
The reservoir simulator supplied the fractional flow at the boundary and the network model 
passed back the time dependent relative permeabilities. To demonstrate the power of the 
concurrently coupled simulator, the study examined the rate dependent behavior of relative 
permeability. The author pointed out that changes in injection rate affected the capillary number 
which can have an impact on relative permeability (Sheng and Thompson, 2013). Variable-rate 
injection experiments were carried out in 1-D with 3 network models embedded in 3 of the 100 
continuum gridblocks. The gridblocks with the network models showed a significant difference 
in phase saturation. The study concluded that “the ability for a reservoir-scale model to obtain 
continuum parameters directly from a first principles model enables it to respond to any number 
of phenomena that are not captured by empirical relationships or tabulated parameters” (Sheng 
and Thompson, 2013).  
 
The work of Sheng and Thompson (2012) is similar to the work presented in this thesis in that 
the network models are embedded into continuum-scale gridblocks and the two systems march 
forward in time together. The purpose of their work was to show that continuum-scale 
parameters often are time dependent which is an important observation from this work as well. 
This thesis shows that continuum-scale particle transport parameters are not only time 
dependent, but also change with respect to particle size distribution, suspension concentration, 
and the porous medium itself. The following sections will discuss the development of a 
concurrently coupled particle plugging simulator and the prediction of time dependent 











CHAPTER 3. MODEL DEVELOPMENT 
 
The proposed multiscale particle plugging model couples a pore network model with a reservoir 
scale model (the latter using a streamline simulation approach). The reservoir model provides the 
inlet velocity, the particle species diameters, and the particle species concentrations to the pore 
network model. The pore network model computes the dispersion coefficient, particle retention 
coefficient, reduced permeability, and the reduced porosity caused by particle plugging and 
passes those parameters back to the reservoir scale model. The two simulators are concurrently 
coupled and march forward in time together. The aim of the coupled model is to simulate the 
effects of particle migration in a petroleum reservoir. Additionally, the coupling technique used 
lays the foundation for coupling streamline simulators with more sophisticated pore-scale models 
that include other particle absorption mechanisms. Such models could be used for modeling 
nanoparticle transport in petroleum reservoirs. The following sections will discuss the pore-scale 
particle plugging model, determination of the retention coefficient, coupling multiple network 
models, and coupling the network model with the reservoir scale model. 
 
 
3.1 The Pore-Scale Model 
 
The pore-scale particle transport network model only considers mechanical straining of the 
particles as they travel through the porous medium. The particles flow through a 3-D pore 
network that is generated from simulated porous media or microtomography images of real 
porous media. Similarly to previous work, the particle path selection is stochastic but a particle is 
most likely to select the path with the largest flowrate. The permeability and porosity reduction is 
calculated each time a particle is trapped in the porous medium. After injection is complete, an 
effluent particle concentration curve is produced from the simulation results. The following 




3.1.1 The Network Model 
 
Table 1: Summary of Berea Sandstone network model parameters. 
 
Berea Sandstone Network Model Parameters 
Dimensions: 0.3502 x 0.3502 x 0.227 cm3 
Number of Pores: 30,042 
Number of Throats: 135,045 
Porosity 15.24% 
Permeability 611 mD 
 
In this project, the 3-D network model was produced from microtomographic images of a Berea 
Sandstone core. The network model represents a 0.3502 x 0.3502 x 0.2270 cm3 portion of the 
core and consists of 31,400 pores and 137,215 throats. An additional processing step is required 
for the model; removal of the boundary throats and dead pores. The boundary throats must be 
removed because we are assuming no-flow boundary conditions on the faces that are not the inlet 
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or outlet. The dead pores must be removed because they represent voids that cannot be reached 
by fluid flow, which can cause singularities in the matrix solution. After removal of the dead 
pores and boundary throats, the network model consists of 30,042 pores and 135,045 throats. The 
properties of the Berea Sandstone network model are summarized in table 1 below.  
 
The porosity, calculated by summing the volume of the pores and dividing by the total volume of 
the sample, is 15.24%. The permeability, calculated by simulating flow and applying Darcy’s law, 
is 611 mD. This is in good agreement with experimental permeabilities of the block that the 
tomography core was obtained from. 
 
 
3.1.2 Solving the Pressure Field 
 
The pressure field of the network model is obtained by solving a system of linear equations 
representing the conservation of mass at each pore. The fundamental equations for solving the 
pressure field of the network are described in this section. For single phase fluids, the 
conservation equation for pore i is (Balhoff et al., 2007):  
 




In this equation qij is the volumetric flow rate through a throat that connects pore i to a 
neighboring pore j. The flowrate is a function of the unknown pore pressures (pi) the fluid 
conductivity in the throat (gij), and the fluid viscosity (μ) as shown in Equation 2. 
 









The fluid conductivity is the ratio of volumetric flow rate to pressure drop across a pore throat 
and is independent of fluid viscosity. Equation 2 is formulated into a system of equations to 
solve for the pressure in each pore. This conservation model is further modified to represent a 
constant rate (Q) injection by adding a constraint to the matrix that represents the sum over all 
inlet pores (Thompson and Fogler, 1997): 
 





                                                        (3) 
 
The system of linear equations is solved using one of a variety of iterative techniques good for 
solving large and sparse matrices, for example the Gauss Seidel method.  
 
 
3.2 The Particle Plugging Simulator 
 
The pore-scale particle plugging simulator tracks particles as they are injected into a pore 
network and determines if and where they are retained. The simulator only considers one 
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trapping mechanism: size exclusion. Size exclusion or physical straining of particles occurs 
when the particle diameter is larger than the throat diameter that it is travelling through. If a 
particle is trapped, it reduces the permeability and porosity of the network model. A flow chart of 
the particle plugging simulator is shown in Figure 27 in the Appendix and will be discussed in 
detail in the following sections.  
 
 
3.2.1 Initializing the Model  
 
All of the parameters describing the pore network are stored in one data file. The data include the 
number of pores, number of throats, volume of pores, radius of throats, hydraulic conductance of 
the throats, interconnectivity of the pores and throats, and locations of the pores. The pressure 
field for the initial (undamaged) model is solved first using the method outlined in the previous 
section. The initial porosity is determined by summing the volume of each pore and dividing that 
sum by the bulk volume of the sample. The permeability in the direction of injection is 





                                                                    (4) 
 
Here Q is the total inlet flowrate into the model, μ is the viscosity of the fluid, L is the length in 
the direction of injection, A is the cross sectional area of the injection face, and ΔP is the pressure 
difference between the boundary outlet and inlet. The total inlet flow rate is determined by 
finding all of the inlet pores and throats at the injection face and summing their respective 
flowrates. Each inlet pore or inlet throat flow rate is based on the hydraulic conductivity of the 
throat and the pressure drop across the throat. After the determination of the initial parameters of 
the model, the particle injection simulation begins.  
 
 
3.2.2 Particle Injection Scheme 
 
Generally we are modeling processes where injected particles flow through the porous medium 
simultaneously. However, the simulator tracks the path and travel time of the particles 
individually. When the simulation begins, the first particle is injected and tracked. If that particle 
is trapped in the porous medium, the pressure field is recalculated and the next injected particle 
is tracked. If the particle exits the porous medium, the next injected particle is tracked using the 
previous pressure field because the porous medium has not changed. The details of the particle 
injection and tracking are discussed in this section. 
 
A particle is injected into either an inlet throat or inlet pore. The injection point is selected by 
generating a random number and choosing one of the inlet pores or throats. The inlet is chosen 
based on its fractional flow. The cumulative inlet flowrate is determined for the inlet face and 
used to calculate a fractional inlet flow rate for each inlet throat and pore. The greater the 
fractional flow rate into a throat or pore, the higher the probability that a particle chooses that 
entrance point. Once the particle has entered the porous medium, the path selection of the 
particle is dictated by the same flow rate bias concept used by Rege and Fogler (1986) and 
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originally proposed by Donaldson (1977). When a particle enters a pore, a random number is 
generated (between 0 and 1) and if that number falls between the number range allocated to a 
certain throat then that path is selected. The number range is allocated to a throat based on the 
probability that a particle will travel into that throat. The probability of a particle travelling into a 




Figure 1 : A particle’s path selection based on flow rate biased probability (Rege and Fogler, 
1987). 
 
A particle travels into a pore with three possible exit throats. Path A has a flowrate that 
represents 70% of the total flowrate out of the pore, Path B 20% of the total flowrate, and Path C 
10% of the total flowrate. In this case if the random number, R, falls between 0 and 0.7, then the 
particle will travel through path A. If the random number falls between 0.7 and 0.9, the particle 
will travel through path B. Therefore a particle is most likely to select the path with the greatest 
flowrate, but a particle still has the chance of taking the more constricted path. This method of 
particle path selection includes not only the physics of particle transport, but also its stochastic 
nature. 
 
If a particle is too large to travel through the selected path it is trapped in the throat. This particle 
trapping mechanism known as physical straining or size exclusion is the only particle deposition 
mechanism included in this model. If a particle is trapped, the surface area of the throat is 
increased by the surface area of the trapped particle and the cross sectional area of the throat is 
reduced by the cross sectional area of the trapped particle. This reduces the effective radius and 
the hydraulic conductivity of the throat. Reducing the hydraulic conductivity of the throat will 
decrease the likelihood of a particle selecting that path in the future and will decrease the overall 
permeability of the network. The pore throats do not actually represent volume in the model only 
the restriction of flow from one pore to another. Therefore, when a particle is trapped, the pore 
volume of the pore that the particle was travelling from is reduced by the volume of the particle. 
The reduction of pore volume reduces the overall porosity of the network. Finally, the relative 
spatial location of the trapped particle is computed from the pore location to visualize the 




If a particle passes through the porous medium, the particle’s transit time is recorded. As the 
particle travels through the network, the transit time is updated by adding the ratio of pore 
volume of the next pore to the flow rate out of the previous pore. This is the amount of time it 
takes for the fluid transporting the particle to flow from one pore to the next. When the particle 
exits, the transit time is the amount of time that it took the particle to travel through the network 
from inlet to outlet.  
 
If the particle exits the porous medium, the previous pressure field solution can be used for the 
next particle. However if a particle plugs the porous medium, the pressure field must be 
recalculated for the entire network to account for the reduction of hydraulic conductance in the 
throat where the particle was trapped. Once all of the particles have been injected and tracked the 
simulation routine is finished.  
 
 
3.2.3 Effluent Curve from Particle Plugging Simulation  
 
Examination of the effluent concentration curve is a common method for analyzing particle 
suspension injection experiments or simulations. An effluent concentration curve shows the 
change in the concentration of the injected particle suspension with respect to pore volumes of 
fluid injected. The shape of the effluent concentration curve is influenced by the dispersion and 
retention of injected particles in the porous medium. This section explains how an effluent 




Figure 2: A depiction of the particle binning process used to generate the effluent concentration 
curve from the pore-scale simulation results. 
 
The effluent curve is created using the binning concept. Figure 2 above is a schematic of the 
particle binning process. Imagine a core flooding experiment where a particle suspension is 
being injected into a permeable sandstone core. At the outlet the particle suspension will 
eventually break through. To understand how the concentration is changing at the outlet with 
respect to time, a lab assistant holds a test tube (bin) at the outlet for a certain amount of time and 
then changes test tubes. This process would be continued until all of the fluid has left the core. 
Each test tube represents a data point in time with an expected number of particles. To determine 
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the change in concentration at each data point, the number of particles in each test tube is divided 
by the expected number of particles. This fraction is the same as the change in concentration, 
C/C0, and can be plotted against pore volumes injected or time to make an effluent concentration 
curve.  
 
It is simple to apply the particle binning concept to the particle plugging data. Each particle has a 
release time and transit time associated with it. Therefore the point in time at which a particle 
leaves the porous medium during an experiment is the sum of the particle’s release and transit 
times. An array of bins is created to store the particles exiting the porous medium. Each bin 
represents a fixed volume of fluid and a period of time during the simulation. For example for a 
bin size of 0.1 pore volumes, bins 1, 2, and 3 would represent 0.1, 0.2, and 0.3 pore volumes 
injected respectively. The expected number of particles for a bin is computed by multiplying the 
bin’s volume by the inlet concentration. If the time a particle leaves is during the time period 
represented by a particular bin, then that particle is stored in that bin. Each bin represents a 
relative concentration data point on the effluent concentration curve.  
 
 
3.3 Determination of the Retention Coefficient  
 
The key continuum-scale parameter for the pore-scale to reservoir scale coupling is the retention 
coefficient for each particle species travelling through the pore space. This parameter is used in 
the streamline reservoir simulator to quantify how many particles of each species will be 
deposited in the reservoir rock. The determination of the retention coefficient requires the 
application of classical colloid filtration theory.  
 
 
3.3.1 Classical Colloid Filtration Theory Model 
 
The advection-dispersion equation predicts the change in colloid concentration in space and time 










                                                                  (5) 
 
This equation applies to the change in concentration across a porous medium in 1-D. This basic 
form of the advection dispersion-equation only considers the change in concentration due to 
longitudinal dispersion (D) and the interstitial velocity (U). The equation can be modified to 
include the deposition, attachment, and detachment of particles in the porous medium. When 
particles are removed from the liquid phase due to straining or surface absorption, the general 
advection dispersion equation becomes (Golzar et al., 2014):  














                                                         (6) 
 
In this work, the detachment or release of particles is not considered. The only mechanism 
considered in this project is the mechanical straining of particles. In classical colloid filtration 
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theory (CFT), particles can only be retained not released. Therefore in CFT the following 






= krC                                                                       (7) 
 
Based on the CFT the following equation governs the transport and fate of a particle suspension 
in a one dimensional, homogenous, porous medium (Golzar et al., 2014): 









− krC                                                          (8) 
 
Where C is the concentration of the particle suspension and kr is the retention coefficient. This 
equation can be solved numerically using properly chosen boundary conditions.  
 
A numerical simulation of Equation 8 was developed to determine the change in concentration of 
a particle species with respect to space in time during injection of a particle suspension. This 
continuum-scale numerical simulation code was developed using a finite difference 
discretization of Equation 8 based on the work of Golzar et al. (2014).The variables of the 
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Where L is the length of the porous medium parallel to injection, x is the location along the 
length of the porous medium, t is the time from the beginning of injection, and C0 is the initial 
concentration at the injection face. Using the dimensionless variables, Equation 4 can be 











∗C∗                                                 (10) 
 
Equation 10 is discretized into a finite difference formula using the Laasonen method which is 






















∗n             (11) 
 
To solve Equation 11 the proper boundary conditions must be implemented into the solution 
algorithm. A Dirchlet (constant concentration) boundary condition is used at the inlet and a 
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Neumann (no flux) boundary condition is used at the outlet. At the inlet, the concentration 
remains constant throughout the injection process. At the outlet, it is assumed that the 
concentration is the same as the concentration at the final spatial step of the simulation. 
 
The 1-D simulator was developed to work for any number of spatial and time steps and solves 
the system of finite difference equations at each time step. Each spatial step has a finite 
difference equation, therefore the number of equations is equal to the number of spatial steps. 
The coefficients of the system of equations form a tridiagonal matrix system. The Dirchlet 
boundary condition is included in the coefficient matrix, A, and the solution vector, b. The 
Neumann boundary condition is only included in the solution vector. The coefficient matrix and 
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]                                                           (13) 
 
The coefficient matrix and solution vector are used to implicitly solve for the spatial distribution 
of concentration at the next time step as shown below. 
 
[A][C∗n+1] = [b]                                                                (14) 
 
Equation 14 is solved using the well-known Tridiagonal Matrix Algorithm (TDMA). The TDMA 
is a fast and memory-efficient solver that is easy to implement.  
 
The 1-D simulator produces an effluent concentration curve of an injected particle suspension. 
As discussed previously, an effluent concentration curve is a plot of the relative concentration, 
C/C0, versus the pore volumes of fluid injected. In the CFT model, the shape of the effluent 
curve is controlled by two continuum parameters: the retention coefficient and the hydrodynamic 




3.3.2 Effect of the Dispersion Coefficient 
 
The dispersion coefficient in the CFT model accounts for the variety of paths and speeds that 
particles follow to reach the outlet of the porous medium. Figure 3 shows three effluent curves 






Figure 3: Effluent concentration curves generated by the CFT simulator for three different 
hydrodynamic dispersion coefficients. 
 
Increasing the dispersion coefficient decreases the slope on the foot and tail of the concentration 
curve, indicating a more gradual change in concentration over time (in the effluent curve for 
instance). In addition, increasing the dispersion coefficient causes earlier breakthrough time for 
the particle suspension. A zero dispersion coefficient yields C/C0 equal to 1 at breakthrough time 
and the curve becomes a shock front. 
 
 
3.3.3 Effect of the Retention Coefficient 
 
The retention coefficient in the CFT model accounts for the deposition of particles in the porous 
medium due to plugging or surface absorption. Figure 4 below shows three effluent curves 








Increasing the retention coefficient decreases the crest of the effluent concentration curve (C/C0 
at the outlet decreases). A zero retention coefficient yields a peak C/C0 equal to 1.  
 
 
3.3.4 Fitting the CFT Model to the Pore-Scale Data 
 
In particle injection experiments, each particle species will yield a unique dispersion and 
retention coefficient. The dispersion and retention coefficient are not only a function of the 
porous medium structure, but also the particle species properties. To determine the dispersion 
and retention coefficient for a given particle species, the CFT model is fit to the effluent 
concentration results from the pore network model. The fitting is done by adjusting the 
dispersion and retention coefficient until the sum of the squared errors between the CFT data and 
the pore-scale data is minimized. The dispersion and retention coefficient that yield the best fit 
are the continuum-scale parameters reported for that particle species.  
 
Three approaches are used to determine the dispersion and retention coefficient that yield fits to 
the pore-scale data. In the first approach, it is assumed that the dispersion coefficient is 
independent of particle size and that it can be determined accurately by injecting a particle size 
where all of the particles pass through the porous medium. This effluent curve shows zero 
retention and therefore the retention coefficient is zero. After determining the dispersion 
coefficient the particle species of interest is injected and the retention coefficient is determined. 
To determine the best fit, the sum of the squared errors of the data points on the pore-scale and 
CFT effluent data is calculated. The dispersion or retention coefficient is adjusted in small 
increments from a very small value to a large value, and the dispersion or retention coefficient 
yielding the minimum sum of squared error is the respective continuum-scale parameter. This 
method is referred to as the linear step method. 
 
Using small enough increments, the linear step method produced accurate results for both the 
dispersion and deposition coefficient. However this accuracy required sacrificing speed and the 
use of the assumption that the dispersion coefficient remains constant through the particle 
plugging process (which is invalid). For reasonable accuracy, determination of the coefficient 
required solving the CFT model approximately 10,000 times and selecting the best fitting result. 
This method is inefficient computationally and used a physically incorrect assumption.  
 
Similar to the first approach, the second approach first finds the dispersion coefficient by fitting 
the CFT model to pore-scale data where no particles plugged (zero retention) and then finding 
the retention coefficient using the dispersion coefficient previously calculated. The second 
approach approximates the error profile as a parabola. Where the best fit is at the minimum of 
the parabola. In this method, three guesses for the coefficient were made. Two of the guesses, 
low and high values, bracket the coefficient and one of the guesses is in between the two 
brackets. The sum of the squared error is computed for each guess and a parabola is computed 
from the three two dimensional data points (coefficient, error). The minimum of this calculated 
parabola is the new middle guess and either the left or right bracket is replaced with the previous 




This bracketing method solves for the coefficients much faster than the linear step method 
however it has a key shortcoming. The bracket has to be properly chosen so that you are close 
enough to the solution that the error profile is approximately parabolic. Therefore this method is 
only useful if you have run tests on the porous medium and particle species of interest and can 
bracket the coefficient within +/- 100% of the solution. For this reason, this bracketing method is 
simply not a good option for determining the retention coefficient because in most cases the root 
is not properly bracketed. In addition, it also uses the invalid assumption that the dispersion 
coefficient remains constant throughout the plugging process.  
 
The third method, the Nelder-Mead Simplex algorithm, solves for the dispersion and retention 
coefficient simultaneously and is fast and memory efficient. The method improves computation 
time in two ways. First, it removes the need to run two sets of particle injection scenarios, one 
where all the particles pass (finding D), and one where the actual particle species of interest are 
injected (finding kr). Second, it solves the CFT model far fewer times than the linear step method 
which significantly reduces computation time and memory usage.  
 
The Nelder-Mead Simplex algorithm discussed in this section was taken from Numerical 
Methods Using Matlab (4th Edition) by Matthews and Kurtis (2004).The Simplex algorithm uses 
three guesses of each coefficient to generate an equilateral triangle of data points in a 2-D plane 
with dimensions D and kr. To find the D and kr combination that yields the minimum error, the 
triangle undergoes the following operations: reflection, expansion, contraction, and shrinking. 




Figure 5: Four operations of the Nelder-Mead Simplex Algorithm, reflection, expansion, 
contraction, and shrinking of the triangle. 
 
Considering the initial equilateral triangle and the error associated with each guess, there is a best 
(B), good (G), and worst (W) guess. The midpoint (M) is calculated between the best and good 







                                                                      (15) 
 
The primary operation, the reflection is carried out by replacing the W point with a reflection 
point (R). From M and W, R can be calculated (Mathews and Fink, 2004): 
 
R = 2M − W                                                                    (16) 
 
If the error associated with R is smaller than the error associated with point W, then the triangle 
has moved in the right direction. It is possible that the minimum error is just slightly further than 
point R. We can extend the triangle past point R to an expansion point (E). From M and R, E can 
be calculated (Mathews and Fink, 2004): 
 
E = 2R − M                                                                     (17) 
  
If the error is smaller at E than at R, then the new vertex is E. If the error associated with R is 
equal to the error associated with W, the triangle is contracted rather than expanded. The 
contraction point (C) is found by calculating two new midpoints, C1 and C2 (Mathews and Fink, 
2004). C1 is the midpoint between W and M and C2 is the midpoint between R and M. C is 
chosen as C1 or C2 based on which point has the smaller error.  
  
Finally, if C is not less than W, the points G and W must be moved towards B, thus shrinking the 
entire shape of the triangle. To shrink the triangle, G is replaced with M and W is replaced with 
the midpoint between B and W. The four operations were coded into the software using the 




Figure 6: Flowchart of Nelder-Mead Simplex algorithm used for finding the dispersion and 
retention coefficient simultaneously (Mathews and Fink, 2004). 
 
Using the simplex algorithm, the dispersion and retention coefficient for each injected particle 




The simplex algorithm has one weakness: it finds the local minimum of a function. In the case of 
fitting the CFT model to the particle plugging simulator effluent data, the simplex algorithm 
finds the D and kr that produces the minimum error. The error profiles that are a function of D 
and kr were generated to check that there is only an absolute minimum rather than several local 
minima. These error profiles were generated for a particle injection simulation where 10 micron 
particles were injected using the particle plugging simulator to produce an effluent curve. The 
error profiles are shown in Figure 7. Both error profiles show that there is an absolute minimum 
and no local minima. This ensures that the simplex algorithm is finding the best possible fit for 




Figure 7: The error between the CFT and particle plugging simulator effluent curves as a 
function of (a) dispersion coefficient and (b) retention coefficient. Both error profiles show there 
is one absolute minimum in the error function. 
 
 
3.4 Injecting into Multiple Network Models in Series 
 
A network model may be limited in length by the size of the porous medium sample image. To 
simulate a longer sample of the same porous medium, the particle plugging simulator was 
adapted to inject through a collection of network models in series. Multiple network models are 
coupled at the boundary. This enables the user to run simulations through a core sample N times 
greater in length, where N is the total number of network models in series. This section discusses 
how the code was modified to allow injection of particles through multiple identical network 
models connected in series using boundary coupling. This model is referred to as the boundary 
coupled model in the rest of this thesis.  
 
The key to injecting particles through multiple networks in series is keeping track of the time a 
particle exits a network model. An array containing every particle diameter and its initial release 
time is generated prior to the simulation. This array is read into the particle plugging simulator 
and dictates when each injected particle is released into the porous medium. If a particle passes 
all the way through, the sum of the particle release and transit time and the particle diameter are 
stored in a new array. This array of particles passing through the network model is the particle 
array used by the next network model in series. By updating the release times and total number 
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of particles injected at each network model in series, you end up with a final array of the 
particles that have passed through the entire network and their total transit time. The binning 
concept, previously explained, can be used to generate an effluent concentration curve for the 
multiple networks in series model.  
 
The retention and dispersion coefficients are determined at each boundary of the coupled 
networks. This allows one to study how the dispersion and retention coefficient change as length 
of the sample is increased, which offers insight on the upscaling of the two parameters. The two 
coefficients are determined the same way they are determined for a single network, using the 
simplex algorithm to fit the CFT model to the pore-scale effluent data. 
 
Injecting through multiple network models is useful for studying particle injection across greater 
lengths, studying the use of the retention and dispersion coefficients at greater length, and most 
importantly for validating the concurrently coupled model. These three topics will be covered in 
the Results section. 
 
 
3.5 Coupling the Pore-Scale and Reservoir Simulators 
 
The pore-scale particle plugging model was concurrently coupled with a reservoir simulator. The 
reservoir simulator predicts the change in concentration of particle suspension across gridblock 
using an advection-dispersion model. A pore-scale network model can be embedded in one or 
more of the reservoir model grid blocks and provides the reservoir simulator parameters for 
solving the advection-dispersion equation. The reservoir simulator updates the boundary 
conditions of the pore-scale network model at each time step to reflect the current flow 
conditions. The coupling process is discussed below in detail.  
 
The reservoir simulator is a streamline model; therefore the spatial distribution of fluid velocity 
is predicted at each time step. The reservoir simulator passes the inlet velocity and particle 
species concentrations to the pore-scale network model. For the simulations shown here, particle 
species is dictated by the size (diameter) of the particle, and each particle species has a 
concentration. The inlet velocity and concentration are the boundary conditions for the constant 
flowrate particle injection simulation carried out with the pore-scale network model. In addition, 
the reservoir simulator tells the pore-scale network model the length of time to simulate (one 
time step of the reservoir model). 
 
The pore-scale simulator is run using the inlet velocity, particle species concentrations, and time 
step dictated by the reservoir simulator. The change in porosity and permeability of the network 
are calculated. The pore-scale simulation results are fit with the continuum-scale CFT model as 
discussed in the previous section, and the dispersion and retention coefficient are determined. 
Finally, the pore-scale simulator passes the porosity, permeability, and retention coefficient to 
the reservoir simulator. The altered network is saved for each embedded gridblock so that the 
changes to the structure will be reflected during the next time step.  
 
The reservoir simulator uses the retention coefficient from the embedded pore-scale simulator to 
predict the change in concentration of the particle suspension across the predicted streamline. 
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This process can be repeated over many time steps and the two simulators march forward in time 
together. The concurrent coupling captures the transient behavior of the particle plugging process 
and allows the model to adapt to an unlimited number of particle injection scenarios without 













































CHAPTER 4. RESULTS 
 
Particle plugging simulations were conducted on a single pore network, on multiple networks in 
series, and by embedding the Berea Sandstone networks in a reservoir simulator using concurrent 
coupling. The simulations on the single network were used to understand the impact that the 
alteration of pore structure (caused by particle plugging) has on the dispersion and retention 
coefficient. The simulations on multiple network models in series (boundary coupled model) 
were used to verify that it could serve as an adequate validation of the concurrently coupled 
model and to investigate the particle plugging process at greater length scales. Finally, 
simulations were conducted on the concurrently coupled model to establish a proof of concept 
and show that it is a functioning predictive tool.  
 
All of the simulations in this study were conducted using the Berea Sandstone network model 
discussed previously. The simulations were conducted with constant flow boundary conditions 
using a Darcy velocity of 0.01 cm/s. A constant fluid viscosity of 0.01 g/cm-s was used for the 
fluid. All of the injections on the network were conducted in the z-direction to make the injecting 
face a square cross-sectional area. A summary of the simulation parameters is given in Table 2. 
 
Table 2: Network model simulation parameters held constant for all simulations. 
 
Network Model Simulation Parameters 
3-D Network Model: Berea Sandstone 
Boundary Condition: Constant Flow Rate 
Injection Face: -z (bottom face) 
Darcy Velocity: 0.01 cm/s 
Fluid Viscosity: 0.01 g/cm-s 
 
 
4.1 Single Network Model Results 
 
Particle plugging simulations were carried out in a single Berea Sandstone network model to 
study the sensitivity of the model to particle size. Simulations were performed to examine the 
size range of particles that would trap in the network. In addition, simulations were run with 
multiple particle sizes to examine the effect of injecting particles of different size into the same 
porous medium. The trapping of particles in the porous medium was dependent on the particle 
size, the uniformity of the particle size, and the method in which a non-uniform particle size was 
injected.  
 
The number of particles injected into the porous medium affects the retention and dispersion 
coefficient, defined in section 3.3.1, if particles are trapped. Particle plugging simulations were 
run for a uniform particle size to determine the influence that number of particles injected has on 
the dispersion and retention coefficient. In general, for a uniform particle size, the retention 
coefficient decreased as the number of particles injected was increased. The following sections 
discuss the above findings in detail by looking at the results of numerical simulations carried out 




4.1.1 Injection of Uniform Particle Sizes  
 
A series of injection simulations were carried out to determine the amount of plugging occurring 
in the Berea Sandstone network model. In each of these simulations 10,000 spherical particles, 
uniform in size, were injected in the vertical direction of the core. A total of three pore volumes 
of fluid were injected during each simulation run. The number of particles passing through the 
porous medium was recorded for sizes 8 to 19 micron. At first, the same random number seed 
was used for each of the injection simulations to remove the influence of stochastic particle path 
selection. The same set of simulations were run a second time using a different random number 
seed at each run to ensure that averaged results were independent of the stochastic part of the 




Figure 8: A bar chart of 12 simulations runs injecting 10,000 uniform particles into the Berea 
Sandstone network model and reporting the number of particles passed per simulation. In (a) the 
simulations were carried out using the same random number seed in (b) the simulations were 
carried out using a different random seed. 
 
The two plots show that the random number seed had very little influence on the retention of 
uniform particles. These charts provided a guide for selecting particle sizes for particle retention 
simulations on this sample of Berea Sandstone. It is shown that approximately 85% of the 9 
through 12 micron particles passed. To understand why the 9 through 12 micron particle size 
showed approximately the same number of particles retained, the pore throat size distribution 
was examined for the Berea Sandstone network model.  
 
The pore throat size distribution for the Berea Sandstone network model is shown in Figure 9. 
Plot (b) shows that the smallest non-zero throat diameter is approximately 8 microns. The next 
largest throat size is just above 12 microns. This gap in throat size caused the results for the 
injection of particles in the size range of 9 to 12 microns to yield approximately the same results. 
Therefore when designing injection simulations of multiple particle sizes, at most one particle 






Figure 9: The pore throat size distribution for the Berea Sandstone network model, (a) shows the 
entire distribution and (b) shows the throats in the range of 0 to 20 microns. 
 
The locations of the trapped particles provide additional observations about the particle plugging 
process. Three of the uniform particle injection simulations (10, 14, and 18 micron) were 
selected to visualize the locations of the trapped particles in the Berea Sandstone sample. As 
stated previously, the particles were injected in the vertical (z) direction starting at z = 0 cm to z 
= 0.227 cm. The locations of the trapped particles are projected onto the xz plane for the three 




Figure 10: The trapped particle locations for three simulation runs injecting particles in the z 
direction: (a) 10 micron, (b) 14 micron, (c) 18 micron. 
 
The maps of particle injection show how particle size influenced where the particles are trapped. 
For the 10 micron diameter, a particle appeared as likely to be trapped near the inlet as near the 
outlet. This is shown by the even distribution of particles in the cross-section of the Berea 
Sandstone. For the 14 micron diameter, a particle was more likely to plug near the inlet than the 
outlet, this is shown by the higher frequency of trapped particles in the first half of the cross 
section than the second half. For 18 micron diameter, a particle was very likely to plug near the 
inlet; however over time all of the small throats near the inlet are plugged and the particles began 
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to travel only through the larger throats. Therefore, particles began to exit the Berea Sandstone at 
a late point during the injection once the small pore throats had been plugged. Figure 11 shows 





Figure 11: The trapped particle locations for three points in time during an injection of 10,000   
(18 micron) particles. The times shown are (a) 1 pore volumes injected, (b) 2 pore volumes 
injected, (c) 3 pore volumes injected. 
 
The trapped particle location maps show that the 18 micron particles had a greater chance of 
infiltrating further into the Berea Sandstone as time went on. Eventually, the only remaining 
open throats were the ones large enough to allow the 18 micron particles to travel through them 
and the porous medium no longer retained any particles. In general, during particle injection of a 
single species of uniform size, the porous medium will reach a point where particles are no 
longer being retained or where the porous medium is completely plugged and will no longer 
allow fluid flow. 
 
 
Figure 12: The change in permeability due to particle plugging for three different uniform 
particle size distributions, 10, 14, and 18 micron.  
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The plugging of throats causes a reduction in permeability. The more throats that are plugged, 
the greater the damage to the porous medium, and the steeper the decline in permeability. For a 
uniform particle species eventually all of the pluggable throats will plug or the permeability will 
be reduced to zero and fluid can no longer flow. If all the pluggable throats are plugged but 
particles can still flow through the porous medium, the permeability will cease its decline and 
remain nearly constant. The permeability plots are shown for the 10, 14, and 18 micron particle 
injections in Figure 12. The 14 and 18 micron particles permeability curves were still declining 
at the end of the three-pore-volume injection because all of the pluggable throats had not yet 
been plugged. The 14 micron particles ceased plugging in new throats early in the injection 
process and the permeability reduction rate goes to zero.  
 
 
4.1.2 Number of Particles Injected 
 
The effect of number of particles injected on the dispersion and retention coefficient was 
investigated by simulating the injection of 10 micron particles through the Berea Sandstone 
network. Each simulation was conducted with a different number of particles between 1,000 and 
1,000,000 particles. The simulations used the same random number seed to ensure that the 
stochastic nature of the particle path selection did not affect the results. Injecting less than 1,000 
particles caused significant scattering in the pore-scale effluent data because the number of 
expected particles per bin was low. This caused the ratio of actual particles exiting to expected 
particles exiting to be low resolution. The retention coefficient that was obtained by fitting the 
CFT model to the scattered data was less accurate due to the scattering. The excessive scattering 
is shown in Figure 13 for 100 and 500 particle injections.  
 
 
Figure 13: Effluent concentration data scattering due to injection of too few particles. The 
effluent curves for (a) 100 particles and (b) 500 particles show too much scattering to accurately 
determine the retention and dispersion coefficient by fitting the CFT model to the data. 
 
The results from eight different 10-micron particle injection simulations were considered. The 
number of particles injected for the eight simulations were in the range of 1,000 to 1,000,000 
particles. The dispersion and retention coefficient was calculated during each simulation and 
varied depending on the number of particles injected. The two plots in Figure 14 show the 
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dispersion coefficient (a) and the retention coefficient (b) versus the number of particles injected. 
At first the dispersion coefficient decreased as the number of particles increased, but for 500,000 
or more injected particles, the dispersion coefficient was increasing. This behavior may be 
counter intuitive if one expected that dispersion decreased as the number of particles was 
increased because of the reduction in paths that a particle can take due to plugging. The retention 
coefficient decreased as the number of particles injected was increased. This makes sense for a 
uniform particle size because eventually all of the pluggable throats for that particle size will 
have plugged and particles will only flow through the unplugged throats. After enough particles 




Figure 14: The dispersion (a) and retention (b) coefficient versus the number of particles 
injected. 
 
While the behavior of the retention coefficient with respect to number of particles injected was 
as predicted, the change in the dispersion coefficient is not as easily explained. This is possibly 
due to the fact that the dispersion coefficient changes slightly as the porous medium becomes 
plugged. In addition, there is a numerical effect in the binning process. As the number of 
particles is increased, the scattering in the bin data is decreased, this is shown in Figure 13. 
Therefore, the dispersion coefficient fit to the pore-scale effluent data is also dependent on the 
scattering caused by the particle binning. To investigate the change in dispersion coefficient 
caused by permeability damage to the formation (due to particle retention) an additional set of 
simulations was conducted.  
 
 
4.1.3 Dispersion Coefficient Response to Formation Damage 
 
A simulation was designed in which a set number of trappable particles (greater than 8 micron) 
were injected to damage the porous medium. After injecting large particles and damaging the 
formation, a set number of small particles (0.1 micron) that all pass through the porous medium 
were injected. For the small particle injection, the dispersion coefficient was recorded and 
represents the dispersion for the damaged porous medium. By injecting the same set number of 
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particles at each run, the dispersion coefficient was independent of the scattering caused by the 
particle binning. These results explain how permeability impairment affects the dispersion 
coefficient.  
 
In the first set of simulations, 10 micron particles were injected to damage the formation and 0.1 
micron particles were injected to determine the dispersion coefficient associated with that 
damage. In the second set of simulations, 13 micron particles were injected to damage the 
formation and the dispersion coefficient was determined as discussed previously. In both 
simulations the damaging particles were injected in increments of 10,000 particles; a total of 
50,000 damaging particles were injected. The change in dispersion coefficient (a) and 
permeability damage (b) with respect to the number of damaging particles injected are shown in 




Figure 15: The change in dispersion coefficient (a) and the permeability damage (b) with respect 
to number of damaging particles injected. 50,000 damaging particles were injected in increments 
of 10,000 particles. 
 
The results serve as evidence that the dispersion coefficient for the Berea Sandstone sample 
increases as the formation is damaged. The permeability damage caused by the 13 micron 
particles was much greater than the damage incurred by the 10 micron particles. The change in 
dispersion coefficient was related to the magnitude of the permeability impairment. Therefore 
the greatest increase in dispersion occurred during the period where permeability was rapidly 
decreasing. To investigate this further, a set of simulations was run to capture the dispersion 
coefficient change during the time where permeability is rapidly decreasing.  
 
This set of simulations used the same parameters as previously discussed in this section, however 
the damaged particles were injected in increments of 1,000 particles. In total, 5,000 damaging 
particles were injected in this set of simulations. By injecting the damaging particles in smaller 
increments, the simulations captured the change in dispersion coefficient associated with the 
rapid decline of permeability. The results are shown in Figure 16. The results of the two sets of 
simulations show the same trend, dispersion coefficient increased as the formation was damaged. 
The important take away from this study is that for a uniform particle size, the dispersion 
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coefficient will change the most at early times. At these early times, the permeability is being 
damaged the most rapidly because the most pore throats are still available to being plugged. 
Once the formation is significantly plugged, the permeability will no longer be damaged and 
particles will flow mostly through large unplugged throats and the dispersion coefficient will 
remain relatively constant. In these two sets of simulations the dispersion coefficient increase 




Figure 16: The change in dispersion coefficient (a) and the permeability damage (b) with respect 
to number of damaging particles injected. 5,000 damaging particles were injected in increments 
of 1,000 particles. 
 
 
4.1.4 Multiple Particle Species Injection 
 
Injecting multiple particle species of different diameter has an effect on the retention of each 
particle species. Furthermore, how one injects these particles influences the retention of each 
species. A different number of particles will be retained for an injection situation where two 
particle species are injected simultaneously (in parallel) versus injecting the two species one after 
another (in series). The difference in retention caused by injecting multiple particle sizes and the 
order in which one injects them cannot be detected by an empirical relationship or continuum-
scale model. The pore-scale particle plugging simulator was used to examine the effects of 
multiple species particle injection on retention.  
 
The particle plugging simulator was run for three cases, (1) injection of 10 micron particles first 
and 13 micron particles second, (2) injection of 13 micron particles first and 10 micron particles 
second, and (3) the simultaneous injection of 10 and 13 micron particles. The particle sizes were 
chosen based on their retention when injected in separate simulations. 85% of the 10 micron 
particles pass, while 18% of the 13 micron particles pass. These two sizes were selected for this 
example because most of the 10 micron particles pass and most of the 13 micron particles are 
retained.  The effluent curves for the three cases are shown in Figure 17 along with a summary of 
the retention data. The data points represent the pore-scale model results and the lines represent 





Figure 17: The effluent concentration curves for three two particle species injections cases, (1) 
10 micron particles first and 13 micron particles second, (2) 13 micron particles first and 10 
micron second, (3) simultaneous injection of 10 and 13 micron particles. 
 
The total percent of particles retained is different for each of the three plots. The lowest percent 
of particles were retained in case 1 and the greatest percent of particles were retained in case 2. 
In addition, the retention coefficient for each species was different in each injection case. Only 
the pore-scale model can capture the effect of the particle species injection scheme. The pore-
scale plugging simulator was necessary for the prediction of each case’s unique retention 
coefficient. For simplicity, this example only showed two sets of particle sizes, but the model can 
be run for any number of particle species (diameters). This simple set of two particle species 
injection simulations shows the utility and necessity of the pore-scale simulator when 
determining the retention coefficients used in a reservoir scale gridblock.  
 
 
4.2 Multiple Network Models Results 
 
Particle injection simulations were conducted on multiple network models connected in series to 
study the effect that the length of the porous medium had on particle retention and dispersion. It 
was also used to test whether the dispersion and retention coefficients obtained from a single 
network can be used to predict the particle breakthrough times and concentration change across 
greater lengths. In addition, running simulations on multiple networks and comparing to coupled 
simulations with the same number of continuum gridblocks served as a validation of the coupled 
simulator. A variety of simulations of particle injections through multiple gridblocks in series are 
discussed in the following sections. 
 
 
4.2.1 Effect of Increasing Sample Length  
 
By injecting particles into multiple network models in series, we are able to investigate how 
increased sample length affects the particle dispersion and retention. It is expected that by 
increasing the length of the porous medium, more particles will be retained and particle 
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breakthrough time will be delayed.  The boundary coupled model is able to predict these effects 
and several simulations discussed in this section explain them.   
 
A set of simulations was run to verify the effects of increasing the sample length by injecting 
through multiple coupled networks. In these simulations, non-plugging particles (0.1 micron) 
were injected into 1, 5, and 20 networks in series with the sample lengths of 0.23 cm, 1.15 cm, 
and 4.60 cm respectively. Figure 16 shows that as the number of networks (length) is increased, 




Figure 18: The effluent concentration curves from 3 simulations on 1, 5, and 20 networks in 
series. 
 
One should keep in mind that the pore volume of the sample increases as the number of networks 
is increased. Time is presented as pore volumes injected; therefore it scales in proportion to the 
size of the network and the delay shown on the plot is caused by the diminishing effect of 
dispersion over greater lengths. For non-plugging particles, as one increases the length of the 
same sample, eventually the effluent curve will take on the same shape for any length of material 
for the same number of pore volumes injected. 
 
To test the ability of the boundary coupled model to simulate the increased retention caused by 
the increase in the porous medium length, 10 micron particles were injected into five networks in 
series. To visualize the increase in particle retention, the effluent concentration curve of each 
network in series was plotted in Figure 19.  
 
The plot shows that the model captures the increase in retention. However it is important to keep 
in mind that the retention coefficient for all 5 networks is expected to be the same. Particle 
retention increases as sample length increases, but the retention coefficient of that sample 
remains the same (because the pore structure in each of the five networks is identical). If 
particles were injected into several different models in series, the particles’ retention coefficient 
would vary from network to network, but the fraction of particles retained would still increase as 
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particles flow through a greater number of networks, unless they were non-plugging particles 




Figure 19: The effluent concentration curve produced by each of the 5 networks connected in 
series. The curve shows the increasing retention of particles at each increase in length.  
 
 
4.2.2 Dispersion Coefficient from Multiple Networks 
 
The dispersion coefficient of a given porous medium should remain constant if that porous 
medium is not being damaged by plugging particles. The total amount of longitudinal dispersion 
will scale with length, but the dispersion coefficient for a particle in an unchanging porous 
medium should remain constant. The dispersion coefficient obtained from one network model 
with non-plugging particles should be the same as the dispersion coefficient obtained from 
multiple network models coupled in series.  
 
Several simulations were run to test the validity of the method used to link multiple network 
models in series. The simulations were run by injecting small non plugging particles (0.1 micron) 
into 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, and 30 network models in series.  The number of networks in series 
represents the following lengths respectively 0.23 cm, 0.46 cm, 1.15 cm, 2.30 cm, 3.45 cm, 4.60 
cm, 5.75 cm, and 6.90 cm. The results showed that the dispersion coefficient varied between a 
minimum of 0.0087 cm2/s and 0.013 cm2/s with an average of 0.011 cm2/s. All of the results are 
shown in Figure 20. We believe the variation in dispersion coefficient is a result of the simplistic 
boundary coupling method used to link the network models. In this method, the particles passing 
from one network are randomly injected into the next network in series. To be more realistic, a 
more rigorous boundary coupling method should be used to determine where the exiting particles 





Figure 20: The dispersion coefficient resulting from the injection of the same number of particles 
into different numbers of network models in series to represent increasing sample length.  
 
The amount of variation shown in the dispersion coefficient for the simple boundary coupling 
method is acceptable. It will not have a tremendous impact on the particle breakthrough time for 
the boundary coupled model. This is shown by Figure 21 in which effluent curves were 
generated using the minimum, average, and maximum calculated dispersion coefficient from the 
multiple networks-in-series calculations. These effluent curves were generated for the same size 





Figure 21: Effluent curves generated from the minimum, average, and maximum dispersion 
coefficients obtained from a series of simulations injecting the same number of particles into a 
different number of network models in series. Each curve represents the same length. 
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Furthermore the variation in the dispersion coefficient is acceptable because the breakthrough 
time of particles is more strongly influenced by the length of the sample. This is shown in Figure 
22 in which effluent curves represent the dispersion coefficients obtained for 1, 5, and 20 
network models and their respective lengths of 0.23 cm, 1.15 cm, and 4.60 cm.  The effluent 
curves are shown for the same number of pore volumes injected of the 3 different model sizes. 
The resulting effluent curves show that particle breakthrough nondimensional time (pore 
volumes injected) is increased as length of the porous medium is increased due to the greater 
amount of dispersion. 
 
 
Figure 22: The effluent curves generated from dispersion coefficients obtained from 1, 5, and 20 
networks and their respective lengths 0.23 cm, 1.15 cm, and 4.6 cm. 
 
The purpose of this section is to justify the validity of the boundary coupling method. For testing 
the concurrently coupled model and studying the use of continuum-scale coefficients at greater 
lengths, the variance in the dispersion coefficient is acceptable. For a more detailed study of the 
longitudinal dispersion coefficient, it is recommended that the particle transport at boundaries is 




4.2.3 Validation of the CFT Model at Greater Lengths 
 
One of the major concerns for coupling the pore-scale simulator with the field scale is the use of 
a continuum-scale parameter obtained at a very small scale to solve a much larger scale problem. 
In this study, it is important that we confirm that the retention coefficient obtained from a single 
network model can be used to accurately predict particle retention across greater spatial scales in 
the reservoir simulator. To test this concept, particles were injected in multiple network models 
in series (as a means to increase the length of the sample). The CFT model was run using a 
retention and dispersion coefficient obtained from a single network model (but applied to various 
physical sizes) and the results were compared with the multiple network results.  
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A uniform particle size of 10 microns was injected into 10 network models in series. The 
retention and dispersion coefficient were obtained from a single network model injecting the 
same number of 10 micron particles. The CFT model was run using the retention and dispersion 
coefficient from the single network model but using the length represented by the 10 network 
models in series, 2.27 cm. The effluent curves produced by the 10 network models in series and 
the CFT model were compared. As concluded previously, the retention coefficient is dependent 
on the number of particles injected and therefore we ran separate sets of the simulations 
described above injecting 10,000, 100,000, and 1,000,000 particles. The effluent curves from the 




Figure 23: The effluent curves produced by three sets of simulations injecting different number 
of particles into ten network models in series and comparing the results to the CFT model using a 
dispersion and retention coefficient obtained from a single network model. 
 
The CFT model is clearly a simplification of the particle plugging occurring over the 2.27 cm. 
The overall shape of the CFT effluent curve does not line up with the shape of the pore-scale 
model results. Despite the difference in shape, the two models predict approximately the same 
amount of particles plugging. This suggests that using a retention and dispersion coefficient 
obtained from a single network can be used in the continuum-scale model to represent particle 
retention across greater lengths. This is an important confirmation for running coupled 
simulations where a network model is embedded in a continuum-scale gridblock that is much 
greater in length.  
 
An additional observation is the effect of the number of particles injected for a uniform particle 
size. As discussed previously the retention coefficient of a uniform particle size decreases with 
respect to the number of particles injected. That is why the results for the ten network pore-scale 
model and CFT model show an increasing maximum C/C0 with respect to number of particles 
injected. Referring back to Figure 14, it is evident that there is a large change in the retention 
coefficient when the number of particles injected is between 5,000 and 100,000 particles. It is 
important to consider this transient behavior of the retention coefficient when running the 
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coupled simulations. For instance if the time-steps are too large in the coupled simulation (and if 
this is used to dictate the number of particles injected at the pore-scale), the number of particles 
injected might be so large that the retention coefficient predicted by the network model will be 
close to zero. In this case, the dynamic nature of the retention coefficient would be missed and 
the reservoir simulator will fail to include the transient behavior of the particle plugging process.  
 
 
4.3 Concurrently Coupled Model Results 
 
The primary goal of this work is to prove that the concurrent communication between the pore-
scale particle plugging simulator and the reservoir simulator is working. For this purpose, the 
concurrently coupled model is used in a simple domain where the continuum-scale gridlocks are 
the same dimensions as the actual network model. Five network models are coupled to five 
continuum-scale gridblocks. At the continuum-scale, the simulator is operated in time steps 
equivalent to injecting one network pore volume of fluid. The continuum-scale model dictates 
the particle size, suspension concentration, fluid viscosity, and fluid velocity of the injected fluid 
in the coupled pore-scale models.  
 
 
4.3.1 Pressure Response to Permeability Change 
 
 
Figure 24: The spatial permeability profile in time for a 13 micron particle injection at time steps 
equivalent to injecting 1 pore volume of fluid with 10,000 particles suspended. 
 
Available results show the change in permeability and change in pressure in the model when 
subjected to a constant rate injection of 13 micron particles. At each time step one network or 
gridblock pore volume of fluid was injected with a total of 10,000 particles suspended. One 
network pore volume was equivalent to 0.2 total system pore volumes. The permeability 
declined first in the gridblock closest to the injection point but eventually reached a point in all 
the gridlocks where it is no longer declining as seen previously. For a constant rate injection of 
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particles, the pressure in a grid block increased as the formation was damaged by particles and 
the permeability was impaired.  
 
The spatial change in permeability for several time steps is shown in Figure 24. Initially the 
permeability was equal for the 5 grid blocks. After the 5th time step, the first gridblock reached 
its final permeability and particles were no longer being trapped. At this same point in time, 
particles had significantly damaged the second gridblock and traveled into the third gridblock. At 
the 20th time step almost all of the gridblocks were damaged to the full extent that that could 
occur for uniform 13 micron particles. In this case where a uniform particle size was injected, the 
porous medium reached its maximum amount of damage very quickly. In addition, these results 
confirm that the coupling works and the network model passes the time dependent permeability 
to the continuum-scale model. It is encouraging that the permeability trend in the coupled model 
is the same as what a single network model shows for a uniform particle size: permeability 




Figure 25: The spatial pressure profile in time for a 13 micron particle injection at time steps 
equivalent to injecting one pore volume of fluid with 10,000 particles suspended. 
 
The spatial change in pressure for several time steps is shown in Figure 25. The pressure profile 
shows a constant decline in pressure for the initial time because the permeability was the same in 
all the gridblocks. This is the same pressure decline that could be predicted by Darcy’s law since 
the permeability, flow rate, viscosity, cross sectional area, and elevation remain constant. By the 
5th time step, the pressure increased in the first and second gridblocks in response to the 
permeability reduction. Eventually, the permeability in all the gridblocks was reduced and the 
pressure in all of the gridblocks was increased, as did the overall pressure drop across the model. 
Once again this behavior can be explained by considering Darcy’s law where the pressure drop is 
inversely proportional to permeability. As the permeability was reduced in the model, the 
pressure drop increased. The agreement between the model results and Darcy’s law is further 




4.3.2 Validation of the Concurrently Coupled Model 
 
The concurrently coupled model was validated using the boundary coupled model. Each model 
was run under the same conditions. Both models simulated the injection of four total system pore 
volumes of a suspension with a uniform particle size distribution. The models both simulated 
flow through a sample five times the length of one network model. Therefore the continuum-
scale gridlocks in the concurrently coupled model were the same size as the network model. The 
two models represented two different approaches to modeling the same system and therefore 
their results should agree.  
 
To compare the two models, an effluent curve was produced from each model. For the first 
comparison case, 200,000 ten-micron particles were injected into both models in four total 
system pore volumes of fluid. The concurrent model was operated at time steps equal to one 
network pore volume or 0.2 system pore volumes. The particle binning for the coupled model 
was carried out using 0.1 system pore volume bins, therefore the boundary coupled model 





Figure 26: The effluent concentration curves generated from the concurrently coupled model (5 
grid blocks) and the boundary coupled model (5 networks in series). 
 
The results are in agreement and suggest that the preliminary implementation of the coupled 
model is working properly. The slight difference in the two curves is possibly caused by the 
particle binning. If only a few particles are being injected into a gridblock due to retention in the 
other blocks, the particle binning will cause significant scattering as discussed previously in 
section 4.1.2. The fitting of the CFT model to this scattered data will yield an inaccurate 
determination of the retention coefficient. In addition, if the concurrently coupled model were 
run at smaller time steps it should show better agreement with the boundary coupled effluent 
data. Overall the match serves as a proof of concept and shows that the concurrent 
communication between the two simulators is working properly.  
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CHAPTER 5. CONCLUSION 
 
This work presents the development and use of a multiscale particle transport simulator. The 
concurrently coupled model captures the dynamic behavior of the dispersion and retention 
coefficient observed at the pore-scale. Previous works (Rhodes and Blunt, 2006) have noted the 
significant impact that pore-scale structure has on the particle transport process at the field scale. 
At the pore-scale previous works (Meloy et al., 1991; Sharma and Yortsos, 1987) have identified 
that particle dispersion and retention is dependent on time and space as well as the size of the 
particles. This study aimed to investigate the particle plugging process at the pore-scale to 
qualitatively and quantitatively validate the concurrently coupled model.  The following 
conclusions were determined from pore-scale simulations: 
1. The retention coefficient for a uniform particle size will decrease as the number of 
particles injected increases due to the fact that all of the pluggable throats become 
plugged and eventually particles are no longer retained. The permeability will show 
corresponding behavior: at first it will damage at a high rate, but eventually the 
permeability will reach a minimum and show no further damage. Finally, for a uniform 
particle size the magnitude of damage associated with particle plugging is dependent on 
the particle size. 
2. The dispersion coefficient for a uniform particle size will increase as the formation is 
damaged. The increase in the dispersion coefficient is related to the rate of permeability 
damage. As permeability damage rate declines, the dispersion coefficient becomes 
constant. 
3. Injecting multiple particle species yields a different dispersion and retention coefficient 
for each species. Additionally, the continuum-scale coefficients for each species depend 
on how the particle species were injected. Injecting multiple species simultaneously 
versus in order of size will yield different dispersion and retention coefficients for each 
species.  
These pore-scale observations demonstrate the importance of including the pore structure in the 
determination of continuum-scale parameters. Not only will the parameters vary based on the 
three conclusions above, but they will be different for every porous medium. The true power of 
the particle plugging simulator is its ability to predict the particle transport continuum-scale 
parameters for any porous medium, any particle species, and most importantly as the porous 
medium changes due to particle retention. 
 
The boundary coupled model was used to study the effect of increasing length on particle 
retention and dispersion. As expected, for a longer sample of the same material, more particles 
will be retained, but the retention coefficient remains the same at a given time. If particles are not 
retained, the dispersion coefficient is expected to remain constant despite the increase in sample 
length. However, due to the random injection of particles at the boundary and the scattering 
caused by the binning method, the dispersion coefficient values oscillated around a mean value 
with an acceptable variance. The boundary coupled model determined that continuum-scale 
parameters obtained from a single network can be used to model retention at greater lengths.  
 
The concurrently coupled model was tested. The model showed that it was able to affectively 
capture the changes in permeability caused by particle plugging. The loss in permeability caused 
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increased pressure drop across the system as dictated by Darcy’s law. The effluent curves from 
the boundary coupled model and concurrently coupled model were compared and showed an 
acceptable level of agreement. This offers assurance that the concurrent coupling method 
developed in this work is viable.  
 
This study and previous work have observed that particle transport is a pore-scale process and 
therefore in certain cases field scale studies should include the dynamic behavior of particles at 
the pore-scale. The true value in this work is not the quantitative data presented, but the two tools 
that can be used to study particle transport at multiple scales. Both the boundary coupled model 
and concurrently coupled model offer the ability to incorporate pore-scale physics at greater 
lengths. The models are robust and allow the use of any number of particle species unlike 
experiments or empirical equations. With further development the concurrently coupled model 
will have the ability to predict field-scale particle transport while including the time-dependent 
dispersion coefficient, retention coefficient, permeability, and porosity obtained from the pore-
scale model. This work also serves as a guideline for coupling more complex pore-scale network 
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